PASTE's New

**ADS200 AccuDrive™ Soldering Station**
with Cool Touch™ Handpiece

- **Lightweight, Ergonomic Aluminum Handpiece**
  Stays cool and comfortable all day.

- **Most Cost-Effective System**
  Low introductory price of $239 (£199/€225) per station! Tip cartridges are less than half the price of most cartridge style or curie point tips.

- **One Tip Cartridge, Any Temperature**
  Unlike with curie point tips, select any temperature for a chosen tip cartridge without having to buy additional tips.

- **Unsurpassed Thermal Performance and Productivity**

- **Rugged All-Metal Construction**

- **High-Capacity Integrated Heater**
  Deliver up to 120 watts of pure power.

**Production Soldering REDEFINED.**

Try the new ADS200 and improve your bottom line in both light & heavy use environments.

120VAC P/N#: 8007-0578
230VAC P/N#: 8007-0580

Solutions and systems for soldering, rework and repair of electronics

1-877-882-7223 | pace.worldwide.com